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Lab 1 debrief: 

- How well-behaved were your data? Did you 
replicate the categorical perception effect in 
English? In Russian? Did you see any 
interesting patterns in the reaction times? 
What about the pattern of results in the 
discrimination task? 

- Thoughts on coding up lab reports in R? Was 
there any major hiccups in coding? Anything 
you wished you knew how to do?   

http://irasutoya.com


One system or two?
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loop - [lup]
please - [pliz]
grade - [gred]

feel - [fil] (PAST: [felt]) 

if no PAST, then PAST-TENSE: 
[...X]+[ed]

loop - [lup] (PAST: [lupt])
please - [pliz] (PAST: [plizd])

grade - [gred] (PAST: 
[greded])

feel - [fil] (PAST: [felt]) 



Dual route model
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Associative memory

input:  VERB [go]

lexical exceptions PAST = VERB + /

output: [went]

Symbolic rule



Dual route model
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input:  VERB [go]

lexical exceptions PAST = VERB + /

output: [went]Blocking Principle: 
don’t use rule if 
irregular exception is 
listed 



Connectionist model
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The legacy of the PDP model
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The Cognitive Science ‘Map’
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→ Paul Smolensky (JHU/Microsoft)

From Smolensky (2020)



What is Cognitive Science even a science of?
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→ Knowledge (East Pole): Characterizing the mental faculties, 
knowledge of individuals. Experiments, measurements of behavior, 
are a means to an end: Reflections of the underlying system of 
interest.  

Example: Using acceptability judgments to infer grammatical 
principles; Using truth value judgments in a context to infer 
the LFs associated with a string 

→ Behavior/Brain Dynamics (West Pole): Characterizing how and 
why intelligent agents behave the way they do in a given context. 

Example: Neural network modeling of word by word reading 
times in a large dataset of reading times.

From Smolensky (2020)



The legacy of the PDP model
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→ Uniform procedure: No qualitative distinction between regulars 
and irregulars.   

→ Novel account of generalization.   

→ Learning by exposure to examples - no hypothesis testing or 
explicit rule learning. 

→ Domain-general. Consists of units that are not unique to 
language; Language in the PDP model is a reflection of more general 
cognitive properties.    

→ No distinction between competence and performance: Knowledge 
arises only in the context of solving a particular task. 

→ Understanding the nature of language requires understanding 
(cognitive) neurobiology, rather than analysis of primary linguistic 
data. 

→ Computational theories are a key part of psychological theorizing.



The legacy of the PDP model
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→ Graded effects arise from the interaction of multiple soft / 
violable constraints! 

- Optimality Theory et al. 

- TRACE model of speech recognition 

- Constraint-based sentence processing (to be seen)



Issue #1: What do we need to explain? 
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Regulars: 

kick - kicked 

pull - pulled  

groan - groaned 

vie - vied 

introduce - introduced 

bloviate - bloviated 

ossify - ossified 

hand - handed 

yelp - yelped   

Irregulars: 

sleep - slept 

ring - rang  

buy - bought 

go - went 

come - came 

eat - ate 

take - took 

bring - brought 

drink - drank    

View #1: There is a ‘core’ of cases the grammar must account for, 
with the rest stored in a look-up table (lexicon).
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View #2: There’s no in principle distinction between these two types 
of forms - the theory must explain how speakers achieve both types.
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Issue #2: What makes a psycholinguistic theory?
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Words and rules: Verbal theory. Makes commitments on central 
distinctions- there is an associative memory, and a rule-based 
mechanism. Predictions are broad/qualitative and derived by 
reasoning from these premises. 

Rumelhart & McClelland: Computationally implemented theory. 
Makes commitments on central distinctions - there is a single 
pattern associator - as well as less central features, necessary to 
derive predictions (e.g. Wickelphones). Predictions are precise/
quantitative and derived by simulation. 

→ What are the strengths and weaknesses of each approach? Is 
it a fair comparison?  



Issue #3: Competence or performance?
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→ The network’s knowledge lives ‘in’ the network of weights that 
achieve the input - output mapping. Competence does not have 
logical priority here: Understanding the task the network solves (its 
performance task) has priority.    



Issue #3: Competence or performance?
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→ Psycholinguistics V1: How is grammar used in real-time? 
Competence takes priority, we ask how it is used in real-time.   

→ Psycholinguistics V2: How language used and acquired? 
Performance takes priority, and we ask how language structure 
follows.



Issue #4: Learning mechanism?
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→ Learning only by exposure to examples: No hypothesis testing 
against data.



Issue #4: Learning mechanism?
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Gary Dell



Issue #4: Learning mechanism?
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Charles Yang

Lisa Pearl



Issue #5: Understanding cognitive neurobiology is key to understanding language
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→ If we can figure out the 
hardware, then we can better 
understand the software that 
runs on it.



Issue #5: Understanding cognitive neurobiology is key to understanding language
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Issue #5: Understanding cognitive neurobiology is key to understanding language
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Example: Donkey Kong on the Atari 

→ Run on the MOS6502 microchip, in the 
Atari, Commodore 64, and Apple I. 

→ Original Donkey Kong is run on this 
chip: the video game results directly from 
the actions of the chip. 

→ Jonas & Kording (2017) measured the 
behavior of every single part of the chip 
as it ran Donkey Kong: 1.5 GB per second 
worth of data. They submitted this data to 
state of the art Neuroscience/Machine-
learning methods for analyzing neural 
computation.  

→ They were unable to recover 
satisfactory understanding of the 
structure of any of the programs running 



Issue #5: Understanding cognitive neurobiology is key to understanding language
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Functionalism.  

→ Functionalists believe that mental states can be 
defined functionally by the effects they can have 
on other mental states, or on behavior.  

→ In a similar fashion, psycholinguists with a 
functional perspective hold that we understand 
the language ‘software’ by modeling it at an 
‘intermediate’ level of description. 

 → This stands in contrast to a reductionist 
position, which holds that it is essential to 
understand the brain itself in order to understand 
the mind, since the latter is (presumably) a result 
of the former. 



Issue #5: Understanding cognitive neurobiology is key to understanding language
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Functionalist’s response 

→ We don’t need to worry about this yet. 
We can arrive at a satisfactory 
understanding of the system by 
describing it in terms of the intermediate 
level of description, which contains state 
that functionally interact with each other 
(barrels, Donkey Kong, Mario, and so on).  

→ So it goes with language: most 
psycholinguists are not focused on 
understanding how the brain computes. 
They focus on how the ‘language software’ 
runs (e.g. performance), looking to 
Linguistic Theory to inform them about 
language ‘data structures’ (e.g. 
competence). 



Marr
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Marr (1982): Information processing systems may be modeled/at three nested 
levels of abstraction: 

→ Computational level: Description of an abstract function that maps inputs to 
outputs, a high-level characterization of a system’s operation. Goal is simply to 
understand the what a system does, and why. 

→ Algorithmic level: Description of the process by which a system maps inputs to 
outputs, a ‘medium-level’ characterization of its operation. Goal is to understand 
how (and when) a system accomplishes its goal. The information, the 
representations it uses, and the steps by which it maps input to output. 

→ Implementational level: Description of the machine/circuit that implements 
an algorithm, a ‘low-level’ characterization of a systems operation. 



Marr
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Example: Cash Register. 

Computational Level (What?): The machine is used to sum the items purchased. 
More specifically, it maps a list of values for a list individual items to a total cost of 
that list. The specific function is addition: total due = cost(item 1)+cost(item 2)+ …  

Algorithmic Level (By what method?): Representations/data structures need to 
be specified (Arabic numerals? Roman numerals? Binary?), and processes need to 
be specified to transit from input to output. Example: If you use Arabic numerals, 
you can add least significant digits first, carry a 1 if result > 9, move left one digit, 
and repeat until terminating. The algorithm is slightly different for binary 
numerals (same but carry a 1 if result > 2). Good luck if you’re using roman 
numerals! 

Implementation Level: (How is this carried out physically?): Circuits for 
electronic registers, or brass wheels that rotated kept track of values in the dollars 
and cents positions for older models.



Another Drosophila?
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• Do neural networks learn syntax-sensitive dependencies?  English subject-verb agreement 
as a test case (Linzen, Dupoux & Goldberg, 2016): 

 
 the key is / *are on the table
 
 the key to the cabinets is / *are on the table

 the children said the key to the cabinets is / *are on the table

 the key to the cabinets that I almost destroyed is / *are on the table



Another Drosophila?
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Agreement attraction: Chris Dyer @ SCiL 2018



Another Drosophila?
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Which flowers are the gardeners planting? 



Tanner et al (2014)
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• P600: Posterior postivity that peaks around 600ms (broadly) post-stimulus. Triggered by 
ungrammatical words, diffi cult to integrate words (e.g. words in a long-distance syntactic 
dependency), garden path sentences, and more… 



Tanner et al (2014)
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View #1: There is a ‘core’ of cases the grammar must account for 
(normal, structured agreement), with the rest relegated to 
performance mechanisms (errors caused by memory, perhaps)



Tanner et al (2014)
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View #2: There’s no in principle distinction between these two types 
of agreement behavior - the theory must explain how speakers 
arrive at both types



Another Drosophila?
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Another Drosophila?
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Pinker & Prince (1988)
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- Unable to account for linguistic 
structure (denominal verbs are 
regular: ringed vs rang)  

- Unable to account for 
differences in compounding: 
mice-eater but not *rats-eater. 

- Unable to account for 
homophony break vs brake 

- Unable to represent temporal 
order (rapata vs ratapa) 

- Predicts that there should be 
typicality effects for regulars and 
irregulars alike.



Pinker & Prince (1988)
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→ Predictions of an abstract rule: 

- There should be no effect of stem typicality: The abstract rule 
should apply equally well no matter what value supplies the 
variable. 

- The rule is a regular elsewhere case: It applies when there is not 
a form that lexical memory supplies. It does not need to be the 
most frequent exponent / morpheme. 



German plurals
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- Applies to ~7% of nouns. 

- But is (over)extended in 
childhood, and 
productively applied to 
unusual nouns,  and 
‘exocentric’ nouns  (as in 
e.g. English denominal 
ring)



German plurals
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Generalization
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Albright and Hayes (2003)
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→ `Islands of reliability`:  

“We will refer to phonological contexts in which a particular 
morphological change works especially well in the existing 
lexicon as "Islands of Reliability”" (p. 127) 

→ Their search of the English lexicon reveals islands of reliability for 
both regulars and irregulars:  

- Irregulars: ɪŋ (e.g. fling, spring, ring) is highly reliable for  

- Regularls: all 352 stems ending in a voiceless fricative are regular.  



Albright and Hayes (2003)
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Albright and Hayes (2003)
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Generalization: Rules vs Examples
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→ Phonological rule: Highlights structured similarity, similarity 
based on a particular structural description / rule format.

→ Analogy: Highlights variegated similarity, similarity based on 
any arbitrary aspect of similarity to another token.



Exemplar theory
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→ Generalized Context Model (Nosofsky, 1986): An example of 
an exemplar theory of categorization: Categories are represented 
through examples in memory, rather than abstract summary 
statistics, prototypes, or other compact descriptions of the 
category structure. 



Rules all the way down
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→ Minimal Generalization Learner (Albright & Hayes, 2003): 
Learns the most specific phonological rule necessary to capture a 
given alteration, and its reliability/validity. The grammar consists of 
rules all the way down - from rules that govern a single verb to 
extremely general (regular) rules:  


